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Emotional support for victims helps limit the distress and trauma
individuals feel. Practical support minimises the disruption to
people’s everyday lives and help them stay in their communities.
Restorative approaches can heal rifts between people or groups
impacted by crime. I’m proud to say that our Victim Services help
people in all of these ways, every day.
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We hope that by sharing what Catch22 has learned- what works
and what needs to change- we can get support to those who need
it. We’ve used information from a range of sources to help us better
understand how our design and delivery of victim services needs
to evolve to meet the changing national picture of need. Analysing
police records, Google trends and news sources have helped us to
see what crimes are most commonly happening now and which we’re
likely to see develop or rise. We reflected on our own work supporting
young victims to shine a light on child sexual exploitation and child
criminal exploitation.
We hope you find it useful. Being a victim of a crime is something
nobody should have to go through, but unfortunately, they do. We
want the report to show you the issues they face, and get us all
thinking about how we can best work together to support them.
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CRIME AND VICTIMS INSIGHT

Over
75’s

VICTIMS: THE
NATIONAL
PICTURE

16-24
year olds are more likely to be
victims of violent crime than
any other age group

are least likely
to be a victim
of crime

Men are
more likely
to be victims
of violent
crime than
women

People who are married, in a civil partnership
or widowed are less likely to be victims of
violent crime

Single women
are more likely
to be victims of
sexual assault

Single/ divorced women
and single/separated
men are more likely to
be victims of stalking

People living in the 20%
most deprived areas
and people who rent
their homes are more
likely to be a victim of
violent crime

Those living in lone parent
households and those
with a long term illness or
disability are more likely to
be victims of domestic abuse

Those who are
separated or
divorced are more
likely to be victims
of domestic abuse

SOCIETY IS GETTING SAFER,
1
BUT WE DON’T REALISE IT

60%

of adults believed crime had increased
across the country, despite the crime
rate declining by 6% in the year ending
March 2016
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NEW OFFENCES
AND CRIMES ON
THE RISE
Society is changing faster than ever, and the types of crimes being committed
are changing too. As well as broader societal changes, improvements to police
recording processes are shining a light on offences that might previously have
been missed.

CYBERCRIME: CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT
BY MEANS OF COMPUTERS OR THE INTERNET.
The advent of smartphones means we live in a constantly connected society- with vital
services like banking and utilities now manageable through smartphones. Though this has
improved our lives in innumerable ways, it also leaves us more vulnerable to online crime.

•

5.4 million incidents of cybercrime and
fraud in 20162.

•

£

The cost to the global economy of
cybercrime has been estimated at $445
billion USD a year.

The most common forms of cyber threats for consumers are:
phishing emails, webcam hacking, hijacking files, key logging (i.e
tracking what someone types) and directing a victim’s computer
to click a specific link.

HATE CRIME: A CRIME MOTIVATED BY PREJUDICE,
TYPICALLY ONE INVOLVING VIOLENCE.
Hate crimes can be committed against an individual or a group of people. Often these people
are already marginalised and disengaged from services, so getting support to those affected
can be more difficult that with other types of crime.

•

•
62,000 offences of hate
crime were reported to
the police in 2015-16. This
was a 20% increase on the
previous year.

Police forces recorded 110
hate crimes directed at
mosques between March
and July 2017, up from 47
over the same six month
period in 2016.

•

After the EU Referendum
in 2016, racially or
religiously aggravated
offences were 41% higher
than the previous year 3.

Catch22 found that hate crime often goes unreported. Victims
of hate incidents and crimes are either scared to come forward
or are unsure whether the incident is worthy of reporting to the
police.
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MOPED CRIME: CRIMES COMMITTED BY
OFFENDERS RIDING MOPEDS OR MOTORISED
SCOOTERS.
Congestion in the capital and a surge of new courier and delivery services has seen the
number of scooters and mopeds rise dramatically. Unfortunately, this has created a ready
supply of easily accessible vehicles that are being used to commit crimes.

•

Moped-enabled crime has risen 10-fold
in London since 2011

•

In 2015 the metropolitan police recorded
4,647 incidents, but in the year from June
2016 to 2017 this went up to 16,1584.

“Often the mopeds used to facilitate snatch thefts and robberies
are also stolen. The increase in these types of crimes could be a
contributing factor to the rise seen in vehicle-related thefts, theft
from the person and robbery.” ONS report

KNIFE CRIME: KNIFE ATTACKS AND THE ILLEGAL
CARRYING OF KNIVES.
When we talk about knife crime, this generally refers to the carrying of knives and assaults
with the weapon. This is sometimes extended to cover ‘knife enabled crime’ eg: threatening
harm with a knife during a robbery or assault.

•

Knife crime in England
and Wales increased
by 14% in 2016 vs the
previous year.

•

32,448 knife crimes
recorded in 2016.

•

London alone saw a rise
in knife crime of 24% in
2016.

The ONS stressed that this increase was “thought to reflect
changes in recording processes and practices rather than crime.”5

ACID ATTACKS: THE ACT OF THROWING ACID OR
A SIMILARLY CORROSIVE SUBSTANCE ONTO THE
BODY OF ANOTHER WITH THE INTENTION TO
DISFIGURE, MAIM, TORTURE, OR KILL.
•
•

Assaults involving corrosive substances
have more than doubled in England since
2012, police figures show.
Men are twice as likely to be victims of
acid attacks in London than women, due to
gang related offences6

Some suggested reasons why acid attacks are
rising:
• Easier to conceal- acid can be stored in
a water bottle and police are unlikely to
check for acid during searches.
• Easier to access- currently no restrictions
on sale of acid.
• Easier to get away- the attack only takes a
second and can be done from a distance.
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CHILDREN AS VICTIMS

DIFFERENT
DANGERS,
SAME SIGNS

SIGNS OF CSE/CCE
RECURRENT SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS
SKIPPING SCHOOL

Catch22 believe all children who are exploited should
be treated as victims. Too often these young people are
treated as criminals who have chosen to get involved in
criminal activity, and so do not receive the safeguarding
and support they deserve.
Our experience tells us that victims of CCE often display
the same or similar characteristics and indicators as
those who are victims of CSE, and those who go missing
from home. Victims of CSE are often female, while victims
of CCE are often male but this is not always the case.

STAYING OUT LATE OR OVERNIGHT
UNEXPLAINED GIFTS / NEW POSSESSIONS
DRUGS AND ALCOHOL MISUSE
SECRETIVE BEHAVIOUR
YOUTH OFFENDING BEHAVIOUR
INAPPROPRIATE OR SEXUALISED BEHAVIOUR
FRIENDSHIP OR RELATIONSHIPS WITH OLDER ADULTS
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN MOOD OR BEHAVIOUR

Catch22 believe all
children who are
exploited should be
treated as victims.

CHANGES IN APPEARANCE (CLOTHES, HYGIENE ETC.)
BECOMING WITHDRAWN OR ISOLATED
POOR MENTAL HEALTH/SELF-HARM ETC.
EXCESSIVE TIME SPENT ON SOCIAL MEDIA TALKING TO
‘FRIENDS’ THEY HAVEN’T MET
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SPOTLIGHT
ON CHILD
EXPLOITATION

CHILD SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE) is when an adult coerces or gives a child something in
exchange for allowing sexual acts to be performed by or on them. This could be in person,
online or on camera.
Although support and recording processes have improved in recent years, the true scale of the
problem is still relatively unknown.

14

THE AVERAGE AGE OF THE YOUNG PEOPLE
AT RISK OF OR EXPERIENCING CSE.

Our services were mostly accessed by girls:

89%
female

Crimes connected with
CSE saw an increase of

49%

in London between
2014 and 2016
7

7%
male

4%

gender fluid
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IN 2016, 57,000 URLS CONTAINING CHILD
SEXUAL ABUSE IMAGES WERE IDENTIFIED.

Most victims do not realise
that what they experienced
was a crime:

The impact of being exploited and abused in childhood has long lasting effects on the lives of
victims and their future relationships.

43% 37%
‘Wrong but not a
crime’

‘Just something
that happened’

Sexual exploitation does not stop at 18.

Transition from child to adult services means that victims
often fall through the gap. A joined-up, multi-disciplinary
approach is required to ensure young people are supported
into adulthood.
Children and young people using smartphones is increasingly commonplace. The digital world
can be enormously useful and enriching, but having unchecked access to the internet puts
young people at risk of sexual exploitation and grooming. The NSPCC and Internet Watch
Foundation reported:

OVER HALF OF
ADULTS WHO
WERE ABUSED
AS CHILDREN
EXPERIENCED
DOMESTIC
ABUSE LATER
IN LIFE 9
Between 2015 and
2016 we dealt with

5740
missing incidents

1 IN 4

12,000

have experienced
something upsetting on
a social networking site.

talked to Childline
about online issues
(2016)

CHILDREN

YOUNG PEOPLE

16-24 YEAR OLDS

were more likely to experience
domestic abuse than any other age
group

Many victims of CSE are
also reported missing
from home.
Almost

40%

of these were reported
as missing from care

OVER

2,100

talked about online
child sexual exploitation
8
(2016/17)

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE OFTEN GO
MISSING BECAUSE THEY ARE FORCED TO PAY OFF
DEBTS TO GANG MEMBERS. RUNNING AWAY IS
SEEN AS A WAY OF ESCAPING THE PROBLEM.
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CHILD CRIMINAL EXPLOITATION
Increasing numbers of gang-involved children and young people are being recruited to travel to
areas away from home to sell drugs. In the worst cases this can be a form of child trafficking as
young people find themselves in unsafe environments, completely isolated and with no way of
contacting anyone for support.
Children who are trafficked, exploited or coerced into committing crimes are victims in need of
safeguarding and support. Though perceptions are altering, these young people are still often
criminalised and perceived as having ‘made a choice’ to take part in illegal activity.
There is currently no official definition of what CCE is and little understanding of the scale of
the problem. Multi-agency and partnership working across local authorities with a focus on
consistent relationships is required to support this group of young victims effectively.

CASE STUDY:
‘JENNY’S STORY’
Catch22 supported Jenny to recover from her experiences:
Jenny was a victim of sexual exploitation from the age of 12 – 16 by a number of older males
in gangs. Her mother didn’t report her missing nor did she pick up on physical evidence of
abuse e.g. bruises, increased drug and alcohol use and her associations with older men.
Consequently, Jenny was removed from her family home into Social Care but this didn’t prevent
the men from contacting her via social media, inviting her and her friends to parties etc.
She was eventually moved away from her Local Authority into a care home due to the high level
of risk. She completed an intensive programme with Catch22 and has been involved in two
police investigations which have gone to trial. Through this support, Jenny was able to disclose
the abuse, address the impact it had on her mental health and find a way to move forward. Her
caseworker accompanied her throughout the police investigations, including during interviews.
Jenny now understands that she was a victim of sexual exploitation - that what happened to
her was not her fault - and she is able to recognise the signs and indicators of CSE and abusive
relationships. Previously, she felt she had consented to her sexual exploitation and had no
recognition of being a victim. She continues to receive mental health support through adult
services.
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SUPPORT FOR
VICTIMS
Recently, we have witnessed a shift in focus in the criminal justice system to a much more
victim-focused approach, to help people move past what happened to them. Services are
commissioned locally across the country, meaning there is now specialist support on offer to
those who need it.
Catch22 research found that victims of crime are still not accessing support services. Many
don’t know that they’re entitled to support, or they are unaware that support services exist.

ONLY 20% OF RESPONDENTS KNEW THAT THE POLICE
AND CRIME COMMISSIONER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
PROVIDING SERVICES FOR VICTIMS OF CRIME.

Just

11%

had accessed victim
support services.
Most victims did not
know where to access
support services and
did not feel supported
by their local victims
services.
People who did access
support services would
strongly recommend
that other victims do
the same.

24
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WHAT YOUNG
PEOPLE WANT
FROM VICTIM
SERVICES
Catch22 looked into young people’s views, as well as what help or
support should be available to victims. We ran focus groups and
circulated surveys to find out more about their experiences.

WE SPOKE TO 249 YOUNG PEOPLE
AND FOUND THAT:

10

∆∆ Most young people believe that most adults think young
people are more likely to commit crime, rather than become a
victim of crime.
∆∆ Most young people believe that young people are more at risk
of being a victim of crime than an adult.
∆∆ Most young people are aware of the risk of being coerced in
to criminal behaviour by others.
∆∆ If they were coerced in to committing crime, most young
people would not talk to anyone about it.
∆∆ Young people identify bullying as the most common cause of
victimisation for young people.

THE SUPPORT THEY WANT:
∆∆ The vast majority of young people expect to be offered help
and support if they were to become a victim – often with
more emphasis on the support than “catching the criminal”.
∆∆ Most young people of school age would expect their school
to help and advise them, or for their school to direct them
towards other support.
∆∆ When there is an identifiable perpetrator of the crime, young
victims want to maintain their anonymity.
∆∆ The risk of someone informing the police without their
consent was a major reason why a young person would not
talk to someone about it.
∆∆ The type of support most young people expect to be offered
includes: online support, group support with other young
victims, 1:1 or counselling support.
∆∆ They expect to be able to choose what works for them.

26
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GOOGLE TRENDS:
WHAT ARE PEOPLE
SEARCHING FOR ONLINE?

There are millions of Google searches every day in the UK alone. Search engines are
increasingly the first port of call for information, so looking at what terms people are searching
for can be illuminating. Not only do rises in terms show broader trends and emerging issues,
they can also point to people looking for help with these matters.

200%

YEAR ON YEAR INCREASE IN ‘VICTIM’ RELATED
SEARCHES

40%

YEAR ON YEAR INCREASE IN VICTIM SERVICES
SEARCHES

50%

YEAR ON YEAR INCREASE IN SEXUAL
HARASSMENT SEARCHES

1,296%

YEAR ON YEAR INCREASE IN ACID ATTACK
SEARCHES FROM 16-17 AND 35% FROM LONDON

13.6%

YEAR ON YEAR INCREASE IN ONLINE BULLYING
SEARCHES

56%

YEAR ON YEAR INCREASE IN MOPED CRIME
SEARCHES

People seem
to be searching
for specific
areas of help
and support:

2017

TERMS RELATING TO “VICTIM
SUPPORT JOBS”
“Victim support jobs”
≥≥ Victim support volunteer
≥≥ Victim support volunteer roles

18K
9.9K
SEARCHES PER MONTH SEARCHES PER MONTH
Domestic violence
≥≥ Domestic abuse support
≥≥ Witness support

Victim support
≥≥ Impact of crime on victims
≥≥ Child victims of crime

7K
5.4K
SEARCHES PER MONTH SEARCHES PER MONTH
Criminal compensation
≥≥ Victim impact statement
≥≥ Victim support compensation

*all data is from 2016-2017

Abuse
≥≥ Sexual abuse
≥≥ Emotional abuse
≥≥ Physical abuse
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INTERVIEW WITH
AN INNOVATOR
Merseyside PCC, Jane Kennedy, received an Innovation award from CoPACC, the police
governance experts. We interviewed her about her approach to victim services and how she
makes innovation happen on Merseyside.
You’ve recently overseen the rollout of body worn cameras for shopkeepers affected by hate
crime and you’ve championed the use of live video links in court. Can you tell us a little about
how each of these innovations came about and how your teams made them a reality?

Body worn cameras

In-Court IT

A few years ago Merseyside Police’s dedicated
hate crime unit, SIGMA, trialled the use of
tiny video cameras. The cameras, which are
just the size of an ID card holder, but capture
crystal clear picture and sound quality, were
provided to vulnerable shopkeepers and
business owners who had been subjected to
anti-social behaviour, hate crime and other
crimes. The cameras which are designed to
be worn overtly and make it clear to those
entering their businesses that they were
being filmed. Not only did the cameras have
a big effect on the behaviour of those in
the premises, they were also a great tool in
securing convictions.

As Chair of the Merseyside Criminal Justice
Board, I oversee the work which is done by
all criminal justice agencies to reduce crime
and re-offending and focus on the needs of
victims and witnesses.

I applied to the Ministry of Justice to secure
funding for 48 more of these really fantastic
cameras. These are now distributed to
business owners across Merseyside who
work in vulnerable environments, preventing
hate crime, giving the owners and staff
greater peace of mind.

One of the key achievements has been
ensuring all courts have In-Court
Presentation IT which enables all parties to
present evidence electronically to the court
and each other in real time. It has also seen
the introduction of ‘Livelinks’ which allows
witnesses to give evidence from remote
locations.
The Board has also overseen the successful
implementation of the Merseyside Special
Domestic Violence Court. This court now
deals with all first appearance of domestic
violence cases with specialist staff dedicated
from all the Criminal Justice Agencies. This
has led to successful outcomes at court for
over 85% of cases. Conviction rates are
within the top 10 in the country.

Are there any new initiatives for supporting
victims that you’re working on at the
moment?
My team has just concluded an extensive
Victim Needs Assessment. We did extensive
reviews of the crime data, a ‘what works’
literature review, a victim service mapping
exercise and feedback sessions with service
providers. Crucially, it also involved extensive
consultation with victims of crime, including
an online survey, focus groups and one-toone interviews. A special workshop was also
held with nearly 40 support organisations to
identify ‘hidden’ crimes that may still be going
on undetected and out of sight.
In November, I announced the key
improvements I would be making to the
existing Victim Care Merseyside service. They
include:
•
•

Increased funding to support families and
young people affected by domestic abuse
More funding for the Vulnerable Victims’
Champion service to ensure it can also
provide support for victims of anti-social
behaviour, cyber-crime and fraud;
•
An enhanced service supporting
victims of rape and sexual assault
across Merseyside;

•
•

•

Nearly doubling the funding provided to
support victims of hate crime;
A dedicated new service supporting those
affected by harmful practices, including
forced marriage, so-called ‘honour-based’
violence and female genital mutilation;
A dedicated support service for families
who have been affected by murder and
manslaughter, including crime-related or
fatal road traffic collisions.

The strategy also confirms my commitment
to maintaining a number of essential Victim
Care Merseyside services, running since 2015,
including a dedicated service for victims of all
forms of child exploitation, a pan-Merseyside
restorative justice service helping victims to
get answers.
How do you encourage idea sharing and
innovation amongst your teams and
colleagues?
We have weekly team meetings at which I
encourage my team to share ideas and best
practice and I am able to listen to the ideas
from those on the ground who can identify
where extra support and help is needed. We
also have team away days where all members
of the team are encouraged to bring ideas
and work constructively together to come up
with solutions to any issues which have been
identified.
As Chair of both the Merseyside Criminal
Justice Board and the Merseyside Community
Safety Partnership, I meet with all criminal
justice and community safety partners on a
regular basis. This increases co-operation
and consensus and provides two Merseysidewide forums for the sharing of ideas and the
discussion of proposed changes. Both of
these boards also enable partners to discuss
and identify issues of mutual concern,
providing an opportunity for joint problem-
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solving and the sharing of best practices and
resources, where appropriate. The networking
opportunities from these meetings are also
particularly important for all partners.
I also have a couple of small funds which
are for community groups, third-sector
organisations and grass roots projects
to improve community safety. These
organisations are working on the ground to
improve their communities and they often
have a wealth of innovative and ingenious
ideas to how they can improve the areas in
which they work. All the money awarded is
designed to stop problems before they occur
and protect communities on Merseyside
and I am always impressed by the passion,
drive and commitment these organisations
demonstrate.

What advice would you give to others hoping
to try something new to support victims in
their area?
I would encourage anyone aiming to assist
victims of crime to listen to the views of those
they are seeking to help and engage with
them to ensure they are providing what they
really need.
It is also essential to engage with the
support groups and organisations who are
already offering help. Usually they are really
well placed to offer advice and guidance,
particularly as often they have been set up by,
or are run by, people who have survived those
crimes and been able to rebuild their lives.

SPOTLIGHT ON:
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

Restorative justice brings those harmed by crime or conflict and those responsible for the
harm into communication, enabling everyone affected by a particular incident to play a part in
repairing the harm and finding a positive way forward. Restorative justice benefits both victim
and perpetrator.
The Ministry of Justice’s 2014 Action Plan included £23 million to be given to Police and Crime
Commissioners for restorative justice services.

85%

of victims who took part in
the process were satisfied

78%

of victims would recommend
it to others (Restorative Justice Council ‘15)

BEFORE RESTORE:LONDON WAS COMMISSIONED, AWARENESS
OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE WAS VERY LOW. USER RESEARCH
CARRIED OUT IN THE INCUBATION FOUND THAT:

31%

of Londoners had
never heard of
restorative justice

85%

of victims
have never
been offered
restorative justice

70%

would have liked
to have been
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Restore:London’s vision is based on the belief that a positive and restorative experience can
positively impact the health and wellbeing of victims, as well as reducing the fear of crime and
re-victimisation.
To ensure the service remains victim-focused and victim-led, Restore:London takes an
innovative approach to service design and delivery.

‘HUB AND SPOKE’
MODEL.

RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
NETWORK.

USER SCRUTINY
PANEL.

To cover all 33 London
boroughs, Restore:London
operates through a ‘hub
and spoke’ model with a
centralised referral hub, fed
by spokes, scattered across
the north, south, east and
west of London.

The independently chaired
group is a London-focused
platform for practitioners
and victims’ services to
come together, share best
practice and promote the
benefits of restorative
justice. This Network is
an opportunity to improve
and harness the wealth of
knowledge and experience
that exists across London.

The first of its kind,
this group was created
to evaluate, listen
and contribute to
Restore:London’s model
through reflective practice.
It is made up of
• victims
• survivors who have been
through the RJ process
• practitioners.

As well as victims’ services,
it includes: The Police,
Youth Offending Teams,
Victim Support, probation
services, prisons and faith
and community groups.
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“He expressed feelings of fear and
anxiety he had experienced since
learning how his tweet had been
interpreted.”

CASE STUDY: THE
IMPACT OF A TWEET
The offence: a sport-related, racial slur on Twitter. The harmer - the person responsible for
sending the tweet - used racially abusive language to comment on a sporting event. His
tweet wasn’t aimed at a particular person but had the potential to offend an entire race or
community.
A Community Victim was nominated to represent the entire community the tweet offended.
This allowed the harmer to see the impact of his comment in a personalised context as
opposed to a racial slur released into the social media ether.
The victim and perpetrator - harmed and harmer - agreed to take part in the restorative justice
process and meet face to face. Both were able to reflect on the incident and how it had made
them feel both during and after the incident.
The harmer shared that he saw the offensive tweet as mere ‘football banter’. He expressed
feelings of fear and anxiety he had experienced since learning how his tweet had been
interpreted. The Community Victim was able to explain that even if the comment was intended
as ‘football banter’, it still involved racist language that offends people.
Both parties found the process cathartic and enabled them to move on from the incident. The
harmer with a deeper understanding of the consequences of using discriminatory language
both in person and online; and the harmed with a feeling of being listened to and that the
harmer was genuinely sorry for his words.
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BRIDGING THE GAP

1. CONSIDER NEW METHODS

4. CONSIDER YOUNG PEOPLE AS VICTIMS FIRST

Our society is changing rapidly, and so to must our public services. Commissioners are
beginning to set aside money for innovation funds that allow frontline staff to spot a gap and
try something new. Championing innovation and ideas means that services are able to respond
to emerging needs and truly serve the communities we work in.

When working with children and young people, is it vital that professionals see these
individuals as victims first. Without this approach, children are needlessly and unfairly
criminalised, which can have a range of implications for the child later in life. Criminalising
these children could also leave the true perpetrators- the adults doing the exploitingunpunished.

2. ENGAGE MARGINALISED COMMUNITIES

5. PROMOTE TO EXISTING AND ESTABLISHED
SUPPORT NETWORKS

People from minority groups are more likely to be victims of crime, but are less likely to ask for
support. Reasons for this vary across groups, but active outreach from local, tailored services
can help to create support pathways for these demographics. Services should always be
flexible and responsive enough to support people from all backgrounds, and if there’s more
expertise needed, teams should work with local specialists to make sure individuals get what
they need.

Catch22 liaise with services such as Witness Care Units to ensure victims are kept informed
at every stage of the criminal justice process. We co-locate with partner agencies in the
community to allow for secure sharing of offence information between partners and referrals
to restorative justice and other specialist support. Our victims’ services offer training to staff
across the sector in their local areas- raising awareness of their work and the issues they
support people with.

3. STAY INFORMED ON EMERGING AREAS OF
CRIME

6. PUT VICTIMS AT THE CENTRE OF SERVICE
DESIGN

To support victims well, we need to know what types of crime are happening, both in our local
areas and nationally. Without this understanding, we simply cannot expect victims to take our
services seriously and to engage with us. As frontline services, we’re also well placed to inform
other services of the impact these emerging crime areas have on individual victims.

Catch22 place strong emphasis on working alongside commissioners, partner agencies and
service users in the development of our services. We involve victims in design of the services
and establish advisory groups to consult for ongoing improvement of our services.

1.

https://visual.ons.gov.uk/people-greatly-overestimate-theirlikelihood-of-being-robbed/
2. https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/
crimeandjustice/bulletins/crimeinenglandandwales/
yearendingdec2016
3. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/hatecrime-muslims-mosques-islamist-extremism-terrorism-terrorattacks-a7989746.html
4. https://inews.co.uk/news/uk/moped-gangs-crime/
5. https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/
crimeandjustice/bulletins/crimeinenglandandwales/
yearendingdec2016
6. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-40559973
7. https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/
crimeandjustice/bulletins/crimeinenglandandwales/
yearendingdec2016
8. https://www.nspcc.org.uk/services-and-resources/research-andresources/2017/how-safe-are-our-children-2017/
9. https://visual.ons.gov.uk/people-who-were-abused-as-children-aremore-likely-to-be-abused-as-an-adult/
10. http://www.essex.pfcc.police.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/
Conference-Catch-22-research-report.pdf

CONTACT DETAILS
∆∆ Restore:London
T: 020 7336 4818 E: daniel.palmer@catch-22.org.uk
∆∆ Nottinghamshire Victim CARE
T: 0800 304 7575 E: admin@nottsvictimcare.org.uk
∆∆ Leicestershire Victim First
T: 0800 953 9595 E: support@victimfirst.pnn.gov.uk
∆∆ Pan Merseyside Child Exploitation Service
T: 0151 934 2535 E: ellie.fairgrieve@catch-22.org.uk
∆∆ St Helens Missing and Child Sexual Exploitation Service
T: 07764 810740 E: ellie.fairgrieve@catch-22.org.uk
∆∆ Pan Cheshire Missing and Child Sexual Exploitation Service
T: 07889 128221 E: Paul.Kiggell@catch-22.org.uk
∆∆ Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire CSE and Missing Service
T: 01782 237106 E: nigel.sargeant@catch-22.org.uk
∆∆ Wirral Missing and Child Sexual Exploitation Service
T: 0151 666 4897 E: vikki.mckenna@catch-22.org.uk
∆∆ Knowsley Missing From Home or Care Service
T: 0151 604 3617 E: vikki.mckenna@catch-22.org.uk
∆∆ Mediation Service- Suffolk, Norfolk and North Essex
T: 01206 878771 E: milee.brambleby@catch-22.org.uk
∆∆ Halton Domestic Abuse Family Service (DAFS)
T: 07739 687511 E: kelly.harris@catch-22.org.uk
∆∆ Hertfordshire Beacon
T: 07889 128221 E: Paul.Kiggell@catch-22.org.uk
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